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42 Reality Show 
TOMÀS DELCLÒS 
The article tries to explain the reason behind "reality shows", in which 
citizens are invited to feed televised gossip relating to personal anecdotes 
which justify taking up televisi on time. 
The author makcs a distinction between two types of "reality shows": the 
expository and the narrative. The first type límits itself to presenting a 
testimonial which explains a given adventure, or organises a popular debate 
on experiences of the participants. The narratives recreate a given situation 
with the actual heroes. In these shows, the heroes sacrifice themselves in 
order to bring back a lost Jove, for example. Reuniting with a loved one by 
shamelessly displaying emotions is the central attraction of the programrne. 
"Ciutadans" ("Citizens") on TV -3 is o f a different character. A gro up o f 
people express their opinions on one single subject while the television acts 
merely as a mediator. 
The author does not believe that censorship of the "reality shows" is 
appropiate. However, he recommends making available to the public cultural 
tools for protection and analysis so that television viewers make their own 
programme selections. 
49 Viewing the World through a Kerhole 
FERRAN MONEGAL 
Television, according to the author of the article, is one of the inventions of 
humanity. Much greater than the steam engine or the telephone and 
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comparable to the bed, the wheel and electricity. He points out afterwards 
that the arri val of television has meant, at least, a fundamental liberation for 
the rural world. For people in rural areas, television has brought closer what 
was once a very distant reality. 
In the cities, television has an equally positive effect on the man who lives with 
his farnily. The author believes that television has a window-like nature, and 
strange things cannot be expected from i t. Television is also, writes Monegal, a 
weapon used by advertisers and those human beings that detect power. One 
must look at the current example of ltaly with Berlusconi at the head of the 
state. He used television and managed to make the people believe in him. 
The text analyses the informative aspect of television, and compares it 
with the written press, with the radio, and with books. Despite its 
influence, if we are limited to television alone, we see one part of reality, 
but not all of i t. 
58 
When the Struggle 
for an Audience 
Causes Social Alarm 
PERE ORIOL COSTA 
The behaviour of the television networks in response to the Alcàsser killings 
engendered an important debate on the role that this form of media should 
play in a democratic society. The author recalis and affirms that despite the 
alarm caused here at that time, things have not improved in the world of 
television. The concern is justified in that, according to the statistics, a 
significant number o f people spend all o f their free time watching television. 
"Reality shows" are becoming the central topic of the debates and violent 
programrnes are given priority in programming. In the slots dedicated to the 
news, the índex of violence is not lower, and is aggravated by the fact that 
the news programmes portray real violence. The density of advertising, an 
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